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What is machine learning?, I

• Wide set of algorithms to detect and learn from patterns in the data and use them for decision

making or to forecast future realizations of random variables.

• Focus on recursive processing of information to improve performance over time.

• In fact, this is clearer to see in its name in other languages: Apprentissage automatique or

aprendizaje automático.

• Even in English: Statistical learning.

• More formally: we use rich data to select appropriate functions in a dense functional space.
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4 CHAPTER 1 What is deep learning?

was of the opinion—highly provocative at the time—that computers could in princi-
ple be made to emulate all aspects of human intelligence.

 The usual way to make a computer do useful work is to have a human programmer
write down rules—a computer program—to be followed to turn input data into appro-
priate answers, just like Lady Lovelace writing down step-by-step instructions for the
Analytical Engine to perform. Machine learning turns this around: the machine looks
at the input data and the corresponding answers, and figures out what the rules
should be (see figure 1.2). A machine learning system is trained rather than explicitly
programmed. It’s presented with many examples relevant to a task, and it finds statisti-
cal structure in these examples that eventually allows the system to come up with rules
for automating the task. For instance, if you wished to automate the task of tagging
your vacation pictures, you could present a machine learning system with many exam-
ples of pictures already tagged by humans, and the system would learn statistical rules
for associating specific pictures to specific tags.

Although machine learning only started to flourish in the 1990s, it has quickly
become the most popular and most successful subfield of AI, a trend driven by the
availability of faster hardware and larger datasets. Machine learning is related to math-
ematical statistics, but it differs from statistics in several important ways, in the same
sense that medicine is related to chemistry but cannot be reduced to chemistry, as
medicine deals with its own distinct systems with their own distinct properties. Unlike
statistics, machine learning tends to deal with large, complex datasets (such as a data-
set of millions of images, each consisting of tens of thousands of pixels) for which clas-
sical statistical analysis such as Bayesian analysis would be impractical. As a result,
machine learning, and especially deep learning, exhibits comparatively little mathe-
matical theory—maybe too little—and is fundamentally an engineering discipline.
Unlike theoretical physics or mathematics, machine learning is a very hands-on field
driven by empirical findings and deeply reliant on advances in software and hardware. 

1.1.3 Learning rules and representations from data

To define deep learning and understand the difference between deep learning and other
machine learning approaches, first we need some idea of what machine learning
algorithms do. We just stated that machine learning discovers rules for executing a
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a new programming paradigm
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 No output

 Clustering: Grouping similar instances

 Example applications:
 Customer segmentation
 Image compression
 Bio-informatics: Learning motifs
 ... 

UNSUPERVISED ML
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What is machine learning?, II

• Opposition with traditional scientific computation (both standard numerical analysis and Monte

Carlos).

• Opposition with symbolic reasoning, expert systems, and cognitive model approaches in artificial

intelligence.

• Think about the example of how to program a computer to play chess.

• Operational definition of learning (i.e., Turing test and Chinese room).
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2 CHAPTER 1 What is deep learning?

1.1 Artificial intelligence, machine learning, 
and deep learning
First, we need to define clearly what we’re talking about when we mention AI. What
are artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning (see figure 1.1)? How
do they relate to each other?

1.1.1 Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence was born in the 1950s, when a handful of pioneers from the
nascent field of computer science started asking whether computers could be made to
“think”—a question whose ramifications we’re still exploring today.

 While many of the underlying ideas had been brewing in the years and even
decades prior, “artificial intelligence” finally crystallized as a field of research in 1956,
when John McCarthy, then a young Assistant Professor of Mathematics at Dartmouth
College, organized a summer workshop under the following proposal:

The study is to proceed on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of learning or any
other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a machine can
be made to simulate it. An attempt will be made to find how to make machines use
language, form abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of problems now reserved for
humans, and improve themselves. We think that a significant advance can be made in
one or more of these problems if a carefully selected group of scientists work on it together
for a summer.

At the end of the summer, the workshop concluded without having fully solved the
riddle it set out to investigate. Nevertheless, it was attended by many people who
would move on to become pioneers in the field, and it set in motion an intellectual
revolution that is still ongoing to this day.

 Concisely, AI can be described as the effort to automate intellectual tasks normally per-
formed by humans. As such, AI is a general field that encompasses machine learning and
deep learning, but that also includes many more approaches that may not involve any
learning. Consider that until the 1980s, most AI textbooks didn’t mention “learning” at
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Figure 1.1 Artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, and deep learning5
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Why now?

• Many of the ideas of machine learning (e.g., basic neural network by McCulloch and Pitts, 1943, and

perceptron by Rosenblatt, 1958) are decades old.

• Previous waves of excitement: late 1980s and early 1990s. Those decades were followed by a

backlash.

• Four forces behind the revival:

1. Big data.

2. Long tails.

3. Cheap computational power.

4. Algorithmic advances.

• Likely that these four forces will become stronger over time.

• Exponential growth in industry⇒plenty of packages for Python, R, and other languages.
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Data sizes
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Figure 1.8: Dataset sizes have increased greatly over time. In the early 1900s, statisticians
studied datasets using hundreds or thousands of manually compiled measurements ( ,Garson
1900 Gosset 1908 Anderson 1935 Fisher 1936; , ; , ; , ). In the 1950s through 1980s, the pioneers
of biologically inspired machine learning often worked with small, synthetic datasets, such
as low-resolution bitmaps of letters, that were designed to incur low computational cost and
demonstrate that neural networks were able to learn specific kinds of functions (Widrow
and Hoff 1960 Rumelhart 1986b, ; et al., ). In the 1980s and 1990s, machine learning
became more statistical in nature and began to leverage larger datasets containing tens
of thousands of examples such as the MNIST dataset (shown in figure ) of scans1.9
of handwritten numbers ( , ). In the first decade of the 2000s, moreLeCun et al. 1998b
sophisticated datasets of this same size, such as the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky and
Hinton 2009, ) continued to be produced. Toward the end of that decade and throughout
the first half of the 2010s, significantly larger datasets, containing hundreds of thousands
to tens of millions of examples, completely changed what was possible with deep learning.
These datasets included the public Street View House Numbers dataset ( ,Netzer et al.
2011), various versions of the ImageNet dataset ( , , ;Deng et al. 2009 2010a Russakovsky
et al. et al., ), and the Sports-1M dataset (2014a Karpathy , ). At the top of the2014
graph, we see that datasets of translated sentences, such as IBM’s dataset constructed
from the Canadian Hansard ( , ) and the WMT 2014 English to FrenchBrown et al. 1990
dataset (Schwenk 2014, ) are typically far ahead of other dataset sizes.
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Number of transistors
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Relation with other fields

• Link with computer science, statistical learning, data science, data mining, predictive analytics, and

optimization: frontiers are often fuzzy.

• Many similarities with econometrics and statistical learning, but emphasis is somewhat different:

1. No unified approach.

2. Practical algorithms vs. theoretical properties (scalability vs. asymptotic properties).

3. Traditional statistical inference is de-emphasized.

4. More interest in forecasting than in causality assertions (cross-validation, regularization).
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The many uses of machine

learning in macroeconomics



The many uses of machine learning in macroeconomics

• Recent boom in economics:

1. New solution methods for economic models: my own work on deep learning.

2. Alternative to older bounded rationality models: reinforcement learning.

3. Data processing: Blumenstock et al. (2017).

4. Alternative empirical models: deep IVs by Hartford et al. (2017) and text analysis.

• However, important to distinguish signal from noise.

• Machine learning is a catch-all name for a large family of methods.

• Some of them are old-fashioned methods in statistics and econometrics presented under alternative

names.
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Course outline, I

• Block 1: Coding Machine Learning Algorithms.

• Block 2: Challenges Solving Economic Models.

• Block 3: Introduction to Deep Learning.

• Block 4: Optimization in Deep Learning.

• Block 5: Deep Learning for Solving Economic Models.

• Block 6: Advanced Topics in Deep Learning.

• Block 7: Symmetry in Dynamic Programming (if time allows).

• Block 8: Transversality and Stationarity with Deep Learning (if time allows).
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Course outline, II

• Block 9: Reinforcement Learning.

• Block 10: Machine Learning for Data Analysis.

• Block 11: Text Analysis.

• Block 12: Structural Estimation with Unstructured Data (if time allows).
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